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About Us :-

Established in New Delhi in 1990, We, Premier Steel Point are striving towards offering our
clients with a complete range of cutting edge products under the category of Storage
Systems and Sitting Arrangements.

We are counted amongst one of the most prominent and trusted manufacturers, traders
and suppliers of Angle Rack, Black Office Chair, Cable Tray, Chairs, Chanel Racks, Closed
Racks, Corner Plate, Cupboards, Cable Tray, Ladders Type Cable Trays, Cutting Table,
Designer Office Chair etc. These are customized in terms of shapes & sizes, design, type of
raw materials, and technology used that enable us to meet clients requirements as per their
specifications.
Client centric approach, quality, innovation, and affordable price structure are backbone of
our enterprise, leveraging on which we offer products that stand high on parameters of user
friendliness, superior tensile strength, durability, and excellent wear & tear resistance.

Our Products :-

Slotted Angle Rack

Section Panel Rack

Steel Rack

Raceway

Heavy Duty Rack

Ladder Type Cable Tray

Our Products :-

Pallet Rack

Staff Locker

Cable Tray

Channel Rack

Display Rack

Warehouse Racking System

Slotted Angle Rack :-

We are an eminent manufacturer and
supplier of a high quality range of Slotted
Angle Racks.

These racks are manufactured under the
supervision of our adroit professionals using
the finest quality raw materials that are
procured from highly reliable sources of the
industry.

Slotted Angle Rack

These are highly cherished in the market due
to their features like fine finish, sturdy
construction and longer service life. This
product range is also provided in customized
options to meet the specific requirements of
our esteemed clients.

Steel Rack :We are instrumental in providing our clients
a comprehensive range of Steel Rack.
The offered product is manufactured from
high quality of raw materials to ensure
durability at the user's end.

This product finds wide usage in the
warehouses of textile, pharmaceuticals,
chemicals,
logistics,
cement,
food,
automobile and other industries.
Steel Rack is appreciated for its features like
dimensional accuracy, sturdy construction,
reliable performance and longer service life.

Steel Rack

Heavy Duty Rack :-

We bring forth an outstanding assortment of
Heavy duty Racks for our clients.
These products are manufactured under the
supervision of our experienced professionals
using premium quality raw materials keeping in
mind varied needs of clients. The offered Heavy
duty Racks are extensively used in various
shops, companies, warehouses, pharmaceutical
units, logistics & industrial stores, etc.
Heavy Duty Rack

Our esteemed clients can avail these premium
quality products at highly affordable prices.

Warehouse Racking System :-

A properly designed warehouse racking system
saves you money by:1. Reducing labour costs in the stocking and
selecting of goods.
2. Reducing damaged goods by storing them in the
type racking designed for that product.
3. Postponing the need to expand or move by
maximizing the storing efficiency of your current
space.

Warehouse Racking System

Channel Rack:-

By keeping track with the market developments, we
are occupied in offering an extensive range of Channel
Racks.

Our complete product range is manufactured using
high quality metals and latest technology in complete
compliance with set industry standards.
Channel Rack

Channel Racks offered by us have become the demand
of different industries for storing heavy-duty goods.
These are treasured by our clients for features like
high strength, long usable life, corrosion resistance
and excellent quality.

Section Panel Rack:-

We provide a wide range of open and closed frame
steel panel racks made from the finest and high
quality steel.

These panel racks are designed with large spaces for
better storage. The bolts are fixed to hold large and
heavy objects conveniently. The steel used for these
panel racks consist of high quality steel that makes it
sustainable for a long period.
We provide a wide range of open and closed frame
steel panel racks made from the finest and high
quality steel. These panel racks are designed with
large spaces for better storage.

Section Panel Rack

Staff Locker:-

1.Advanced knocked-down construction which could
be assemble within 6-10 minutes.
2.Adopting the most advance technology and
equipment, the locker is manufactured under strict
quality control.
3.Strong structure and best loading capacity, so it is
very practical to use.
Staff Locker

4.Suitable for office, school, hotel, hospital and home.
5.Offer OEM service and product goods as your
requirement.
6.Different dimensions and styles available
7.Different handles available

Raceway:-

With the help of our team of adroit professionals,
we have become a reliable manufacturer and
supplier of an extensive assortment of Raceway.

It is designed and fabricated in adherence to the
international standards using premium quality steel
that is sourced from the licensed vendors of the
market.
Raceway
Available in different specifications, this Raceway is
highly demanded due to its robust design, fine
finish and durability.

Ladder Type Cable Tray:-

We are a well-known company that is engaged
in offering an exclusive collection of Ladders
type Cable Trays.

These trays are provided in different sizes,
designs and finishes. Our product range is
manufactured by our experts using high quality
raw materials as per the set industry norms.
Due to their features like sturdiness, fine finish,
high strength, light weight and durability, these
Ladders type Cable Trays are highly demanded
by our valuable clients.

Ladder Type Cable Tray

Pallet Rack:We are instrumental in providing our clients a
comprehensive range of Pallet Rack.

Pallet Rack

The offered product is manufactured from high
quality of raw materials to ensure durability at the
user end. This product finds wide usage in the
warehouses of textile, pharmaceuticals, chemicals,
logistics, cement, food, automobile and other
industries.

Pallet Rack is appreciated for its features like
dimensional accuracy, sturdy construction, reliable
performance and longer service life.

Cable Tray:-

Keeping track with the latest market developments,
we are involved in offering an alluring collection of
Cable Tray.
This is manufactured using exceptional quality basic
materials under the guidance of our professionals in
order to meet the international standards.

Cable Tray

The offered Cable Tray is widely demanded by our
clients due to durable finish standards, easy
installation and corrosion resistance. We offer this
product in different designs and sizes to the clients.

Display Rack:-

As an eminent enterprise, we manufacture and supply
a supreme class range of Display Rack. The product
offered by us is specifically designed to ensure
excellent visibility of the products.
This is manufactured by our professionals using high
grade basic materials and latest technology. The
offered Display Rack is very attractive and can easily
grab the attention of consumers.

This is highly flexible, ensuring maximum product
visibility and is offered at industry leading prices.

Display Rack

Our Team:Our team of professionals works in unison to attain domain excellency in terms of
quality, innovation and client servicing. This has led us to become one of the topnotch manufacturers, traders and suppliers of Angle Rack, Black Office Chair,
Cable Tray, Chairs, Section Panel, Section Panel Rack, Chanel Racks, Closed Racks,
and many others.
Quality:We strive to fulfil clients demand through delivery of a flawless product range
that caters to the varied demands of multiple industries. Therefore, we have
established a quality assurance system that entails us to meet customers demand,
organizational activities, and regulatory requirements. The system also helps us in
maintaining consistency in our product line with strong emphasis on innovation
and value.

Enterprise Clients:-

And Many More…………….

Get In touch:-

PREMIER STEEL POINT
Wz No. 1, Basai Dara Pur Road,Near Fun Cinema, Moti Nagar, New Delhi - 15

Contact Person :-Mr. Karan Channa
E-Mail Id: premiersteelpoint@gmail.com
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